
HOW TO WRITE A BUSINESS PLAN FOR BEGINNERS

Everything you wanted to know about writing a business plan, in one placeâ€”from the executive summary to appendix.
Get started writing your business plan.

Determine the purpose of your plan. Here are a few common distribution models that you may consider for
your business: Direct distribution Selling directly to consumers is by far the most simple and most profitable
option. Only include what you need and remove everything else. How many of them are there? Traction could
be some initial sales, a successful pilot program, or a significant partnership. Key customers The final section
of your target market chapter should discuss key customers. List ownership percentages if applicable. In other
words, why should a customer choose you instead of someone else? Primary and secondary profit center
pricing. A promotion plan details how you plan on communicating with your prospects and customers. The
focus should be on bringing your first products and services to market. Every business is solving a problem for
its customers and filling a need in the market. For a new business, these are forecasts. Content marketing is
what Bplans is all about. An online software company might look at churn rates the percentage of customers
that cancel and new signups. Ideally, the executive summary can act as a stand-alone document that covers the
highlights of your detailed plan. How are your competitors positioning themselves? If your business is going
to be delivering products to your customers, you should describe your plans for shipping your products. Most
small businesses and typical startups can skip this and move on. If you know these interests up-front, you can
be sure to take them into account when preparing a plan for that particular audience. And each type of reader
does have certain typical interests. Opportunity There are four main chapters in a business planâ€”opportunity,
execution, company overview, and financial plan. Unlike [key competition], it [most important distinguishing
feature]. Defining the problem you are solving for your customers is far and away the most critical element of
your business plan and crucial for your business success. You will still need to cover the logistics of how you
will get your products to your customers from your warehouse, but a direct distribution model is usually fairly
simple. Investors will want to know what advantages you have over the competition and how you plan on
differentiating yourself. Every business will have key metrics that it watches to monitor growth and spot
trouble early, and your business plan should detail the key metrics that you will be tracking in your business.
Document all aspects of your business. It comes first in your plan and is ideally only one to two pages.
Deciding on your price can feel more like an art than a science, but there are some basic rules that you should
follow: Covering your costs. To ensure that you are solving a real problem for your potential customers, a
great step in the business planning process is to get away from your computer and actually go out and talk to
potential customers. You can establish your pricing based on several factors.


